Introduction of Digital Badging for Conferences & Meetings at the Palais des Nations
Following completion of three phases of renovation at Pregny Pavilion (Pass & ID) spanning 5 years, we must resolve the problem of long queuing times.
Unique Key Considerations

• Not innovation for innovation’s sake...
  ➢ Necessity being the Mother of (innovation) invention;

• Location & Alignment of Pregny Pavilion;

• Conference/ event participants and guided tours only;
  ➢ Existing Indico accreditation & badging system.
Key Outputs

By moving to digital badges UNOG will:

- Remove requirement for conference participants to queue for paper badges;
  - Time saving: 3-4 minutes versus 35-40 seconds;
  - Eliminate wastage associated with printing quarter of a million badges annually;
  - Ensure coherence with 2030 UN SDGs 9 & 12.
First Day of Conference/Event

- Participant enters Pregny pavilion and scans digital badge at counter scanner.
- Badging Assistant views accreditation details on screen and asks for form of ID.
- Participant presents ID at booth window.
- Badging Assistant checks ID matches accreditation and activates digital badge.
- Participant moves to speed gates and scans to activate passage through to screening area.
Second and Subsequent Days of Conference/Event

- Participant enters Pregny pavilion and proceed to speedgates (c/w dual QR & RFID readers).
- Scanning digital badges to QR code reader activates speed gate.
- Security booth with live view of participant image presented on Security Officer’s monitor.
• Once screening complete, participants will exit the pavilion.
• Individuals may be requested to present their digital badge to a Security Officer using a portable device to confirm their access rights.
Final Phase of Pregny Renovation

• Commences end of September;
  ➢ Will not necessitate closure of pavilion.
• Installation of:
  • Overhead cover to outer wall;
  • Two pedestrian turnstiles and PRM SAS;
  • Notification screens to appropriate badging lanes.